
                 

International children’s project: “Picture Story Telling” 

Background: 

Diego Bang has been making pictures (paper cuts) for several years. The pictures are not illustrations to any known 

texts. Together with Irina Yankovskaya Bang the idea occurred to let children from different cultures develop various 

texts inspired by these pictures. 

Aim: 

To develop a collection of ”texts” to which the pictures can serve as illustrations. The collection can be published 

either as an ordinary book and/or in a virtual media. 

Example: 

               

Target group: 

Children in the age group 6 – to 12. 

(is an older child wishes to participate in the project, as an individual he/she will be most welcome to do so) 

This is a purely voluntary project. No enforcement action from teachers is expected. Pupils are free to choose not to 

participate in the project. 

The pictures: 

The participating schools will be presented with a similar set of pictures. The 12 pictures are also accessible at the 

website: www.diegobang.dk (click: picture story telling project – pilot) 

“Texts”: 
The text must not be a mere description of the picture. The pictures should be considered as illustrations to the texts 
developed by the children. The text could be a short story/ fairy tale/ballade etc.  
It is crucial to the project that teachers/parents involved in the process do not make any amendments to the text 
composed by the child, but only assist as “secretaries” in writing down the words of the child, in case the child’s ability 
to do so is limited. 
Each picture is numbered, and the written text must indicate to which picture it belongs to, as well as the name and 
age of the child. 
Please, do not feel obliged to produce texts to all of the pictures. Some pictures might inspire many children, others 
very few.  
There are no demands of the length of the text. Though, for practical reasons, it should not exceed an A4 page, when 

typed. (Font Ariel, size 12). 

Please note, that this project is neither a competition among the pupils nor among the participating schools – but a 

cooperation project.  

 

Language: 

This is not a foreign languages project. Thus, the text should be written in the child’s own national language.  

Before submitting the text to the management group, please translate it into English. 

Management: 

Diego Bang and Irina Yankovskaya Bang will be in charge and manage the project. 

Contributions should be mailed to Irina Yankovskaya Bang at: ilika_ili@yahoo.com or a printed version could be 

submitted by ordinary mail to the following address: Irina+Diego Bang, Holder Danskesvej 27 a 1.tv. – 2000 

Frederiksberg. 

 

……….Cau cui sua est 

imbecillia deceperunt 

reducantur concipitur. Age 

expertus non cadavere 

judiciis. Difficilia ita 

falsitatis fal ostenditur 

percipitur meo 

cohibendam. Intra gi quasi 

im factu potui illam ob. An 

me dicitur suppono ha 

adeoque ab sentire. Serie 

novas is an verba istud se 

ipsam. Eae infigatur ….ita  
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Copyright: 

This is a non-profit project. 

The copyright of the pictures belongs to Diego Bang. Any commercial use of the pictures is not allowed. 

 

Phases 1: 

Phase one is a “pilot” phase in which experience will be gathered and amendments to the project setup will be made. 

The first phase:  November, 1st 2016 through January, 31st 2017. 

 

Participants in phase 1: 

School 4 – Soligorsk Belarus, 

Holbæk Lille Skole, Denmark. 

Humlebæk Lille Skole, Denmark (to be decided) 

 

Future: 

Based on the experience of the pilot project, more schools from other countries are expected to participate.  

Comments/feedback etc. 

Any comments, advice, recommendations based on the experience of the participating schools will be gratefully 

appreciated. 

 

Copenhagen 15.11.2016 

Irina Yankovskaya Bang 

Diego Bang 


